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He Roars For

November 21
Miss Eloise McMeekin of
Columbia, S C, was selected
Clemson's 1953 Homecoming
Queen at the Homecoming
Dance on Friday night, November 20. Miss McMeekin, a
student at Winthrop College,
was David Clyburn's date. He
is an arts and science senior
of Charleston.

Tar Heels Held
First Meeting
The Gamma Kappa Alpha Club
held its first meeting of the year
Tuesday night, December 1. Better known as the Tar Heel club,
it is composed of boys who live
in North Carolina.
The club was inactive last year
and is attempting to get a new
start. Approximately 25 students
were present at the meeting.
D. J. Cochrane, mechanical engineering sophomore of Charlotte,
North Carolina was elected temporary chairman, and J. C. Talbert, arts and science junior of
Concord, North Carolina, was
elected temporary vice-chairmen.
All cadets who live in North
Carolina are urged to attend the
meetings.

By Don Dunlap
Franklin W. Olin's unselfishness was revealed truly when
the foundation that he originated gave Clemson College a
half-million dollars for the
new Ceramics Engineering
Building dedicated Tuesday,
Novevmber 24.

SENIORS MEET
TO
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itiiio ^«u»se iixc.-.^.cKiii, a. stuuent at i<rinmrop college, anu from
Columbia, is crowned Clemson Homecoming: Queen during: halftime ceremonies of the Clemson-Aumirn football game. November 21. Miss McMeekin receives the crown of red roses from
Mr. William Folk, president of the Clemson Alumni Corporation.
Bill Collins (left) and Ames Wells (right) escorted the 1953 queen
for the ceremony.

Thirteen Initiated In
Phi Kappi Phi
Ceremony Is Held For Top
Scholastic Seniors; Banquet Held

The Senior Council derives its
punitive authority from the Student Government Constitution
which reads "It shall be the duty
of the Senior Council to recommend to the President of the college punishment of any student
for conduct that would tend to
bring discredit upon the student
body of Clemson or upon the college."
So that the student body will
be aware of what the Senior
Council interprets as "conduct that
would tend to bring discredit upon the student body of Clemson
or upon the college," the Senior
Council established the following
policies.
1. It is recognized that the conduct of the student body forms the
public's opinion of Clemson and
through the behavior of the student body the value of the Clemson diploma is raised or lowered.
2. It is recognized that the
Clemson uniform is well known
throughout the South and the conduct of a student in uniform is
spotted more readily than the
conduct of a student in civilian
clothing.
3. It is recognized that alcohol
is a definite problem, and when
consumed often causes a person
to do things he may later regret.
4. In view of the above:
(a) Students are urged not to
drink.
(b) Drinking or drunkenness
in any form by a student in uniform will not be tolerated under
any condition.
(c) Students in uniform or
civilian clothing who conduct
themselves in a manner such as
to reflect discredit upon the student body and the college will
be dealt with appropriately.
In adopting these policies the
Senior Council feels it has taken
a most linient, but yet firm stand
on the problem of drinking. It is
recognized that some boys are going to drink in spite of alf warnings and admonitions. But the
Senior Councils feels that such
drinking should not be done in
public and under no conditions in
(Continued oh Page Six)
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'53 Homecoming

She was selected from the overall dates at the dance during the
"Grand March" and was introduced after intermission. She
was presented a bouquet of red
roses by the Central Dance Association, and was also a guest of
the organization for the entire
weekend.
She was crowned during halftime festivities at the ClemsonAuburn game Saturday, November
21, by William Folk, President of
the Clemson Alumni Corporation.
During the coronation she was escorted by Ames Wells, president
of the Block C Club, and Bill Collins, president of the Central
Dance Association. The Clemson
College Band, Senior Platoon,
Pershing Rifles, and the Anderson,
Dreher, and Parker High School
Bands also participated in the coronation festivities.
Miss McMeekin will represent
Clemson during the Gator Bowl
festivities of 1954 in Jacksonville,
Florida.

Tiger

South Carolina's Oldest

The initiation of 13 new students, into Phi Kappa Phi was
held this afternoon at 5:30 p. m. in the club room of the
¥MCA. The initiates are all seniors, and all of them rank
5cholastically in the top percent of their class.
The initiates into the Clemson
Chapter are as follows: Frank H.
Denton, education major of Dallas, Georgia; Robert B. Dupree,
mechanical engineering major of
Duncan; Max U. Gainor, textile
engineering major of Chester;
James E. Gause, mechanical engineering major of Piedmont; James
G. Gray, textile engineering major of the Ware Shoals, Tracy H.
Jackson, architecture major of
Clemson; John W. Mclntyre, electrical engineering major of Hartsville; and William F. Moore, textile chemistry major of Taylors.
Also Wyman L. Morris, premedicine major of Olanta; John S.
W. Parham, animal husbandry
major of Sumter; Hulic B. Ratterree, mechanical engineering major
of Rock Hill; Martin J. Wase, electrical engineering major of Hartsville; and Bennette E. Wilson, textile engineering major of Spartanburg.
A banquet was held in the
Clemson Room of the Clemson
House at 6:30 p. m.
Phi Kappa Phi- is a national
honorary fraternity whose major
purpose is to recognize outstanding scholarship among college
students, faculty and alumni.
The officers of the Clemson
Chapter of Phi Kappa Phi for the
1953-54 college year are President,
D. D. Curtis, head of mechanics
and hydraulics department at
Clemson; Vice-President, Joseph
Lindsay III, pre-medicine senior
of Clemson; Secretary-Treasurer,
J. M. Stepp, professor of agricultural economics; and Journal Correspondent, A. W. Snell, associate
professor of agricultural engineering.

Clemson School
Of Engineering
Re-Accredited

Dr. J. H. Sams, ,dean of the
School of Engineering has announced the re-accrediation of the
courses of study in the Clemson
College School of Engineering by
the Engineer's Council for Professional Development. The departments of civil engineering,
electrical engineering and mechanical engineering were re-accredited, and the department of
agricultural engineering were accredited.
Since 1936, the civil, electrical
and mechanical engineering departments have been accredited
when the accrediting program was
inaugurated. Every three to five
years the Engineers' Council for
Professional Development re-inspect each school to evaluate
changes which might affect the
accredited curricula.
The Engineers' Council for Professional Development is an organization of eight- national engineering societies with the announced objective of the enhancement of the engineering profession.
At the present time, 1133 students are now enrolled in the
various courses of study leading
to degrees in engineering at Clemson. These engineering students
represent 45 percent of the total
undergraduate enrollment at
Clemson. Prospective employers
of. engineering graduates already
are arranging appointments to interview February and June gradAmerican Institute of uates. Their salaries will probrange from $35 to $350 per
Architects has Chapter ably
month. Last year each graduate
Formed On Campus
was offered an average of three
A Clemson College Student to four positions.
Chapter of the American Institute
of Architects has been formed
here. The charter was approved
at a business meeting held November 18, with approximately 45
Naval Aviation Cadet John W.
members present.
The chapter is a student asso- Haynes, Jr. has qualified as a carciation of the South Carolina pro- rier pilot after six successful landings on board the USS Monterey
fessional chapter.
in the Gulf of Mexico.
The officers and directors for
He attended Clemson College
the local unit are as follows: Hilliard G. Maynes, II, president, prior to entering the Naval Avia
Orangeburg; E. Stewart Blume, tion Cadet Program through the
Jr., vice-president, Columbia; Naval Air Station, Jacksonville,
Richard D. Mitchell, secretary, Co- Florida.
He began his training at the
lumbia; James R. Johnson, treasurer, Anderson; Charles S. Ma- Naval Air Station at Jacksonville
jor, Jr., membership director, An- and is undergoing a stringent
derson; Marcus F. Snoddy, pro- schedule in military, academic,
gram director, Dillon; William R. physical, and flight training. From
Maor, publicity director, William- carrier qualification, he will reston; and James O. Stakely, fac- port to the Naval Auxiliary Air
Station, Corry Field, for instruulty advisor.
Mr. William A. Carlysle, Presi- ment flight training.
dent of the South Carolina ChapUpon completion of instrument
ter of the American Institute of training, he will report to the
Architects, has been chosen coun- Chief of Naval Air Advanced
sellor for the Student Association Training, Corpus Christi, Texas,
which expects to provide pro- for training in combat type airgrams and exhibits on architectual craft. Graduation of advanced
subjects. Dates of the proposed training will win him the coveted
.programs will be announced later. Navy Wings of Gold.

Haynes Qualifies
As Carrier Pilot

At the Senior Class meeting,
which was held recently in the
chemistry building, the main
thing on the agenda was the discussion of a Senior Class project.
As in the past, several graduating classes have taken out insurance policies with an individual
insurance company and the dividends from the policies going
back to the college as a class project. The seventy seniors that
were present agreed on the suggestion; however, the other members of the Senior Class who were
not present will be given a chance
to approve of the suggested plan.
Walter Cox, assistant to the
president, explained the insurance
plan to those seniors who were
present. During this meeting he
also talked about the past policies
of the Seniors toward Senior Day.
An insurance committee was
appointed to decide upon the insurance company that will be
given the contract. Either the Pilot Life or the New York Life Insurance Company will be selected
to get the contract. Those elected
to serve on the insurance committee are Dr. G. H. Aull, chairman,
Hugh Humphries, Frankie Webb,
Clifton McClure, Joe Lindsay,
Billy Bross, Jerry Dempsey, Sam
Murphree, Dick McMahan, Arnold
Gaillard, Tommy Rosamond, Bud
Edwards, Jim Duffy, Ben Chreitzberg, Carl Brabham, Bob Dupree,
"Spence" Wise, John Gibbs, Tracy
Jackson, and George Morgan. The
next—meeting of the committee
will be held tonight at 8:30 p. m.
in room 118 of the Chemistry
Building.
Another important subject that
was discussed was the senior
parking situation; however, Sgt.
Dickerson has announced that all
seniors will be issued new parking stickers at the beginning of
next summer.
Also, Senior Class President
Hugh Humphries urged all seniors
graduating in February to order
caps, gowns and invitations.
Other matters discussed was the
signing of pledges for the Senior
Day festivities and the holding of
the Junior-Senior Banquet in the
Field House. All the seniors present agreed upon Field House as
the place for the banquet.

In his youth he was an ordinary
New England farm boy who in
later life rose to a successful businessman. When Mr. Olin decided
to retire, he pulled his stakes out
of the Olin Industries, leaving the
business establishments to his two
sons. He decided he had too
much money not to plan something
useful so he started the Olin
Foundation, whose main objective
is the furtherance of education.
One of the other contribution!
that the foundation has made it
the establishment of 4-H Conservation Camps in over half of the
forty-eight
states. South Carolina
New York, New York, vice-president (second
Officers of the Olin Foundation are introduced
from right); and Mr. Ralph Clark, Alton, Il- is again a fortunate state in havby Dr. R. F. Poole, President of Clemson Coling a camp of this kind. The
linois (far right). Shown in back are (left)
lege at the dedication ceremonies of Olin Hall
camps are for the education of
Mr. Charles E. Daniel, a member of the Clemlast week. Officers of the foundation are Dr.
son Board of Trustees; and Mr. Frank J. Jerfarm youths showing interest in
Charles L. Horn, Minneapolis, Minnesota, presivey, Clemson graduate in the class of 1914.
dent (next to Dr. Poole); Mr. James O. Wynn,
4-H Club Work.
Dr. Charles L. Horn, who is now
president of Olin Foundation, certainly has some of the attributei
that Mr. Olin had in his plan for
the foundation. As Dr. Horn stated
in his speech at the dedication
of Olin Hall November 24, "You
will never be a success until you
According to the mid-semes learn how to give." He also made
about the greatness
ter reports, thirty Clemson statements
that the earth offers to Clemson
students received four o] College and South Carolina.
Before the dedication exerciser
more pink slips for their su
of Olin Hall, the Clemson Corps
perior work.
of Cadets gave a parade in.honorBarton D. Pattie, Jr., chemi- of the Olin Foundation officers,
cal engineering sophomore of their wives, and college officials.
Horticultural Department Wins First
Waynesboro, V., received seven The whole cadet corps attended
pink slips and was the tnp man the ceremonies after showing their Prize In Departmental Displays
for receiving the most • superior drillmanship on Bowman Field.
Approximately 1,000 persons attended the 1953 Agricultu- grades. This is his first semes- . Dr. Poole presided and introduced the dignitaries at the dediral Fair sponsored by the national honorary agriculture fra- ter at Clemson.
Those receiving five pink slips cation. Dr. Home gave the prin:ernity, Alpha Zeta.
are John M. Blackson, mechanical cipal address after which he gave
engineering sophomore of Rock the key of the modern building to
The eleven departments in the
Dr. Poole in behalf of the college.
School of Agriculture put on dis- place winner was N. B. Goebel; Hill; John B. Butt, chemical en- Dr. Poole then presented the key
gineering
sophomore
of
Greensplays depicting their phase of third place winner, Ray Dunkleto Dr. J. S. Sams, dean of the
agriculture. Every exhibit and berg; and fourth, Mrs. J. W. Jones, boro, N. S.; William P. Hood, Jr., School of Engineering, who in
pre-medicine
sopnomore
of
Hickdepartment was judged on origi- all of Clemson. Fifth place winturn gave the key to Professor Gil
nality, interest, eye appeal, and ner was Walter S. Hughes of Blen- ory Grove; William A. Leitner, Robinson, head of the ceramics
animal
husbandry
sophomore
of
presentation of project by stu- heim, S. C. In the poultry dedepartment.
dents. The departmental display partment a rooster was placed in Clemson; William L. Orr, Jr., The Rev. Emmet Gribbin, rector,
was won by the horticultural de- a pen and was fed 777 grains of electrical engineering sophomore Holy Trinity Church of Clemson,
partment as first place winner; corn. Miss Ruth Carey of Clem- of Clemson; Bernard M. Sanders, gave the invocation and the benesecond place, poultry' department; son was the winner and the re- dairy senior of Cordova; and El- diction. Music was given by the
bridge J. Wright, Jr., agronomy
and third, agricultural economics cipient of a turkey.
Clemson College Band.
sophom-jr of Belton.
department.
There were £Wenty-two students An article on the greatness of
The agricultural economics dereceiving four pink slips.
They the Olin Foundation and the new
partment won first place winner
are: William D. Ashcraft, electri- Ceramics Building would not be
in the individual exhibits with a
cal engineering junior of Flor- complete without mentioning Dr.
model livestock loading chute. The
ence; George R. Barnes, chemical Frank J. Jervey, the man most
horticultural department won secengineerina freshmrn of Camden; responsible for Olin Hall being
ond and, third place with a root
G. B. Brockenbrough, agricultural given to Clemson. At a dinner
propagation display second and
engineering senior of Kinards; given at the Clemson House on
the vegetable bowl third. In the
Charles H. Eurnette, architecture Monday night, November 23 for
propagation display rooting medsophomore of Greenville; Ray- the foundation officials, Dr. Jeriums, methods of propagation, and
mond
H. Cleveland, arts and vey referred to a Clemson cadet
During Church Night on NoThe Executive Sergeants Club materials used in propogation
science
fres'.man of Seneca; in uniform as "always a gentlehas released a statement concern- were shown. The vegetable bowl vember 18, a questionaire was dis- James L. Cromer, arts and science man."
tributed
to
the
students
attending
ing the expenditures of the Rec- was composed of the different
freshman of Seneca; James L.
vegetables grown in South Caro- the Baptist Church. This ques- Cromer, arts and science, freshord Fund to date.
tionaire,
made
up
to
stimulate
inlina
as
the
spectators.
The
playMoney for the Record Fund was
man of Greenwood; Jerry E.
collected from th« students in the ers for the bowl were the carrots terest in the Christian Action Con- Dempsey, mechanical engineering
ference to be held this week-end,
mess hall for the purpose of buy- vs. the artichokes.
senior
Anderson; and David R.
ing records for the public address
Judges for the exhibits were consisted of questions raised by Gentry, textile manufacturing juthe
students
themselves.
This
system in the mess hall.
Mrs. M. D. Farrar of Clemson, Mrs.
nior of Easley.
Amount collected
$90.35 J. B. Douthit of Pendleton, and A. questionaire in part with the reAlso Andrell K. Helms, textile
sults which were found from ap1st purchase
$15.00 B. Bryan of Clemson.
engineering junioi of Waxhaw;
proximately
78
students
is
as
fol2nd purchase
$10.08
In the horticultural and poultry
The formal initiation of seven
James F. Humphries, Jr., mechan3rd purchase
$10.00 departments guessing games were lows. , If you are interested in ical engineering sophomore of Co- new members into the Clemson
Total
$35.08 used to arouse interest. In the any of these questions come to
lumbia; W""am T. Jefferies, arts Squadron of the Arnold Air Sohorticultural department 1784 se- the Christian Action Conference and science junior of Burlington. ciety was held recently in Riggs
at
the
Baptist
Church
this
weekBalance remaining
$55.27 same, seeds were placed in a jar.
N. C; Daniel D. Lee, Jr., agricul- Hall. The new members that
end.
were initiated are T. B. Bradley,
The club will make additional E. L. Stanley of Clemson was the
Number the following in the tural engineering senior of Tay textile engineering major of Newpurchases throughout the year to first place winner by guessing the
lors;
Wistar
G.
Metz,
electrical
en.
exact number of seeds. Second order of rank as normal problems gineering freshman of Clemson; berry; A. P. Herron, textile enbring the records up to date.
as YOU see them. Drinking 1,
gineering major of Hartsville; W.
Smoking 7, Movies 9, Petting 5, Thomas Max Mintz, vocational I. Molony, agronomy major of
agricultural
education
senior
Profanity 2, Dancing 8, Cheating
Sullivans Island; L. H. Littlejohn,
3, Sex Stories 4, Negro Prejudice of Blacksburg; and Alfred H. civil engineering major of SparPitts, "r., animal husbandry soph6.
omore of Fort Motte; Marvin Reu tanburg; W. E. Seigler, agriculHave you ever drunk an alco- Reese, Jr., electrical engineering tural engineering major' of Wagholic beverage? Yes 23, No 49. Do
senior of Grser; Theodore B. ner; T. P. Sims, textile engineeryou feel moderate drinking is all
Rheney, pre-modicine post grad. ing major of Florence; and G. S.
right for Christians? Yes 4, No 68. uate of Spartanburg; John W. Wise, textile engineering major of
'The Ethical Message Of Christianity'
Is drunkenness a sin? Yes 63, No Sample, Jr., pre-veterinary soph, Columbia.
Is The Theme Of Meeting, December 4-5 2, Don't Know 7.
The Arnold Air Society is the
omore of Ridge Spring; Charles
Do you smoke? Yes 19, No 5. Do
national honorary air force ROTC
I.
Sanders,
chemistry
sophomore
"The Ethical Message of Christianity" will be the theme for you think smoking is wrong? Yes of Ninety Six; Arthur B. Schirmer. society. Its members consist of
the Christian Action Conference sponsored by the Baptist Stu- 17, No 46, Don't Know 9. Is it Jr., horticulture senior of Charles- outstanding*cadets presently enmore or less right for girls to
dent Union December 4-5 at the Clemson Baptist Church, smoke than boys? More 7, Less 24, ton; and Cecil J. Walters, agricul- rolled in advanced AFROTC.
tural pngineering senior of St
Same 30, Don't Know 13.
with Dr. E. A. McDowell as leader.
George.
Have you ever cheated on
This conference is designed to
quizes, test, book reports, or lab
aid students in the solution of ciety. Reaves McCall is the B. S. reports at Clemson? Yes 55, No Program Specialist,
their moral problems. The ses- U. Council member in charge of 17. If so, which? Quizes 23, Tests
sions and their subjects will be: the conference.
14, Book reports 10, Lab reports U. S. Education Office
"Whip" McClure—"Men, this Is
Friday, 6:15 p. m. "The Christian
Dr. McDowell is a native of 26, All 7.
your Cadet Colonel."
Basis of Right and Wrong"; Sat- South Carolina and a graduate of
Could an honor system work at Visits Ag., Ed. Dept.
urday, 2:00 p. m.—"The Christian Furman University. After a period Clemson? Yes 45, No 29, Don't
R. E. Naugher, program special- "Bear" Adams—"You ain't hepsi
Approach to Social Problems"; as a newspaper man and then know 9.
and Saturday, 6:15 p. m.—"Com- secretary to Go v. McLeod of
Is petting and necking okay? ist, of the United States Office of if you don't drink Pepsi."
munism, the H-Bomb, and fiface." South Carolina, he attended Yes 39, No 13, Don't know 17. On Education, visited the Clemson
"Bub" Edwards—"I'll play your
Each of the conference sessions Southern Seminary, receiving the whom should rest the responsibil- Agricultural Education Departsilly game."
will last approximately two hours. Ph. D. degree in 1931. Pastorates ity for control? Both 61, Man 7, ment recently.
While in South Carolina
Dr. McDowell will also preach at in Virginia and Union, S. C. were Girl 3.
"Double-E" Poe—"This will be
the church service on Sunday.
followed by seventeen years on
These are only a few of the Naugher visited and studied vaThis Christian Action Confer- the faculty of Southern Seminary. questions to be discussed at the rious phases of the Vocational Ag- an easy quiz, boys."
Education program,
ence is the fall version of the B. Dr. McDowell has been professor conference. Dr. E. A. McDowell, ricultural
"Parson" Hammett—"For every
S. U.'s two annual conferences on of New Testament Interpretation Professor at the Southeastern such as training prospective teach"Christianity and life", with em- at the new Southeastern Seminary Seminary at Wake Forest will be ers, supervision of teachers, adult, ounce of queen there's a ton of
pork."
j
and in school program.
the leader.
phasis on the Christian in So- since 1951.

Thirty Receive Four Or More
A's On Mid-Term Reports
1,000 Attend Alpha

Zeta Agricultural Fair

Executive Sgts.
Club States Record
Fund Expenditures

Baptist Church

Takes Student
Opinion Poll

Arnold Air Society
Initiates Seven New
Members, Recently

Dr. E. A. McDowell Will
Lead Baptist Conference

By Their Words
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Clemson Can And Will
Accept Buildings As Gifts
THANKS to the Olin Foundation, Inc., the ice has been
broken, and it is an established fact that Clemson College can and will accept a magnificent building as a gift.
Somehow, we have had a sneaking feeling that most foundations thought such transactions were restricted to private
institutions.
Last week Dr. Charles L. Horn, President of the Olin
Foundation, delivered the principal address and handed the
key to the Hon. Ben T. Leppard, of Greenville, acting for
Chairman R. L. Cooper of the Board of Trustees. Olin Hall
was officially Clemson's.
President R. F. Poole then accepted the key in behalf of
the college, and presented it to Dean J. H. Sams of the
School of Engineering. Thence it passed to Prof. Gil Robinson, Head of the Department of Ceramics, and "happiest
teacher on the campus."
Dr. Horn gave an inspiring address and took time to name
a few of the .people whose efforts went toward making this
day possible: Dr. Poole, who presided at the dedication, for
inspiring and nursing the idea to a reality; Dr. J. H. Sams,
Profs. John Gates, and Gil Robinson for their outstanding
contributions; Mr. Charles E. Daniel, of Daniel Construction
Company and member of the Board of Trustees, for living
up to specifications without ever a doubt and "adding some
on his own."
Finally, Dr. Horn revealed the'fact that Dr. Frank J. Jervey'was the man most responsible for the building's being
given to Clemson.
The TIGER salutes them all, especially Mr. Jervey, who
seems to exemplify what we mean when we speak of the
"Clemson Spirit" in capital letters.
We salute Dr. Poole, whose fourteenth year at Clemson is
filled to the brim with progress engendered by the combined efforts of himself and those who work so faithfully
with him for the betterment of the institution.
It was good that the student body and the faculty were at
the dedication ceremony. It was a first-rate program from
start to finish, and we heard every word over Clemson's
new fidelity amplification system, a mark of progress in
itself.
Giving sanction by their presence were the following
members of the Board of Trustees Mr. Paul Sanders of Bitter, Mr. T. B. Young of Florence, Mr. Charles E. Daniel and
Mr. Ben T. Leppard of Greenville, Mr. J. F. McLaurin of
Bennettsville, Mr. F. E. Cope of Cope, Mr. T. Wilbur Thornhill of Charleston, and Mr. J. B. Douthit of Pendleton. Gov.
James F. Byrnes telegraphed regrets.
There were also many distinguished guests and officials
present for the program.
■ Again, we thank these generous people of the Olin Foundation for their grand gift and for breaking the ice about
gifts of buildings to state institutions of the land grant variety.
Sometimes we dream. We cannot help commenting that
with such men as these in our corner, dreams could surely
come true. We hope nobody blames us for dreaming of
a day when the School of Arts and Sciences can have a
building with adequate floor space for teaching and office
space for conferences with students.
We cannot help dreaming of a beautiful auditorium for
our concerts and the hundreds of other events held at Clemson under the difficulty of inadequate accommodations.
And we dream of Engineering and Agricultural buildings
sorely needed to meet everyday necesities.
We congratulate all concerned. We salute those responsible for Olin Hall. We know that Rome was not built in a
day. We look to the future with confidence and faith in
the judgment of those who shall decide which building
should come next.
JDL

Dr. Frank Jervey Saluted' For
Service To Clemson College
CINCE the last issue of The Tiger, we attended the dedica•* tion ceremony of Olin Hall. During the.ceremony, Dr.
Charles L. Horn, President of the Olin Foundation, paid
special tribute to a Clemson alumni who was instrumental
in bringing this gift to Clemson.
In a recent edition of the Anderson Daily Mail, this man
was again given recognition. We are reprinting this tribute from the Daily Mail column, "Letters From Colonel
Anderson."
/
Capt. Frank Jervey, Clemson
Friends of Clemson in Anderson, on the campus, and indeed throughout the world, have been elated, to say the
least, this week which has seen the dedication of the new
Clemson Ceramics Building, the gift of the Olin Foundation,
in Minneapolis, Minn.
,
Many, I am sure, have wondered how that organization,
across half the continent from Clemson, ever became interested in this particular college, and were "sold" on the idea
of erecting this splendid building at Clemson rather than
some of the hundreds of other colleges across the length and
breadth of the land.
I have been told—and I might add that the information
came from no Clemson source—that this came about principally because you were a good salesman for Clemson and
South Carolina.
Of course, like all good salesmen, you had to have a good
product, and in this case Clemson apparently came up to
all you had promised, and more. Nevertheless, I have good
reason to believe that if it had not been for your influence,
and for the friendship and contacts you have had with the
proper sources, the grant would, in all probability, never
have materialized.
As it is, South Carolina soils may bring new wealth for
residents of this state.
Experiments in the field of ceramics are already far advanced in the program that has been underway at the college for a number of years, but the surface has scarcely been
broken. It is quite probable that the years ahead may show
the possibility for new industries and additional resources,
not yet dreamed of, may be found in our soils. I am sure
that you do not want any personal glory for this fine thing
that you have accomplished for your alma mater, but on
the other hand, I think that friends of the college want to
know—and should know—that you have worked with President Poole and others in bringing this building to Clemson.
COLONEL ANDERSON
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Poison Ivy For Boiler Room Gang
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TALK OF THE TOWN

There Are Only Fifteen Study Days
Left Before The Christmas Holidays
By Carroll Moore
NOW IS THE TIME TO STUDY—
15 DAYS LEFT
Whether you students realize it or not,
these next two weeks can either make you
or break you as far as the grades in a course
are concerned. We have exactly 15 days
left before we leave for Christmas holidays.
These 15 days are the best studying days in
the first semester as this is the only three
weeks in the first semester that are uninterrupted by college activities. During the
first part of the semester, there were football games, dances, holidays and concerts
that interferred with our studies. Sure,
many of us will say that we have three more
full weeks after returning from the Christmas vacation in which to prepare for exams,
but I wonder just what per cent of the students are really able to get right back down
to the old grind after a vacation of two full
weeks. If a student will stop to consider
just how close the end of the semester really
is, he will take advantage of the studying
time left before leaving for the holidays. A
word to the wise is sufficient.

LONG HOURS OF WORK BY THE
BAND DESERVES MUCH CREDIT
There is one organization on the campus
that deserves a lot of credit, and a word of
appreciation by all of us for the great
amount of hours they have spent during
these past three months in order to give us
the impressive and colorful pre-game and
halftime ceremonies at the football games.
The organization that I am talking about is
the Clemson College Band. These boys not
only worked hard during the day of the
game in presenting their shows, but spent
many long hours at night drilling and planning the skits and practicing the numbers.
The halftime show at the Maryland, Carolina, Georgia Tech, Wake Forest, The Citadel, and Auburn games, were all great and
added greatly to the game as well as making a good name for the school and the band
itself. They have been recognized by many
of the surrounding cities in the state as
having an outstanding band, and have been
asked to take part in the many Christmas
parades in these cities this week. We have
a good band and one to be proud c-f.

NEW EYES FOR THE NEEDY
The TIGER received a letter from the
NEW EYES FOR THE NEEDY, Inc., from
Short Hills, N. J., stating their appeal for
all discarded eyeglasses, broken jewelry, and
reusable plastic frames and glasses. This
is a non-profit organization that converts
the metal into funds for new eyeglasses
and artificial eyes. for those who cannot
otherwise afford them. The usable plastic frames and glasses are sent to welfare
agencies and hospital clinics to be redistributed. This world-wide organization has
guaranteed thirty-two hospitals, clinics and
welfare agencies quotas of eyeglasses.
There are fifty-five hospitals and welfare
agencies that have established contacts for
glasses where no funds are available. There
are no appeals made for money by the NEW
EYES FOR THE NEEDY, but there is a
great appeal for a most worthy cause for
the articles that I have mentioned above. I
feel sure that there are many of the articles
on the Clemson campus that would be of
great need to this organization if one of
the service clubs on'the campus would only
get to work on it.
IT'S GONNA BE A LONG, HARD WINTER
I just returned from seeing the Tigers
lose their initial basketball game of the season to the Blue Stockings from PC and from
the looks of things, it is gonna be a long,
hard season for the Tiger cagers. It seems
that I am always talking of the need of
having good school spirit at our athletic
contests, but this/time I would like to impress upon you1 the almost necessity of having full cooperation of all the students at
our home basketball games. We have a
young, inexperienced, and relative short
team, but one that is full of plenty of hustle
and spirit. We have got to back them all
the way, since the cheering and spirit shown
in a gymnasium is much more evident than
that in an open place such as a football
field and a baseball diamond. If they have
got to fight the schedule and hard knocks
ahead, it is our duty to support them to the
fullest and let them know we are with them.
The first home game is tonight against the
University of Maryland.

A Word To The Wise

By Jerry Hammett, Cadet Chapl am
It has been realized by some for a long time the need of No. 1.
a Cadet Prayer and now is the time for you, the students, to O God, eternal Father, Author
of life and wisdom, we make our
decide if you want a prayer, and if so, which one of the fol- earnest prayer that Thou will conlowing you wish to adopt that have been submitted. We tinue to bless and guide ever onare asking you to read these prayers prayerfully and make ward our beloved institution to
every high and noble purpose. Diyour choice wisely. Pick the prayer that you think, as a rect
our thoughts and actions in
student, best expresses your feelings for your Maker. For truth and service; grant to the
the Glory of Clemson and God Almighty, please vote. The ones in authority strict honesty
Christian leadership. Teach
votes will be taken up Thursday night and counted some- and
us the love and fellowship of
time' Friday.
teacher and Dupil, of God and
Prayers;
man.
Strengthen aria increase our
Ballot
pure
and honest thoughts, and
Yes
No
(scratch one) I think we should have a Cadet multiply
a thousand-fold our
Prayer. Check the number of the prayer that you consider loyalty to life's work for our country, our fellowmen, and, above all,
the best.
to Thee, the Father of service.
No.
1
(
)
Bind us closer together in faith
No. 2
and understanding; grant to us a
(
)
heritage of more purposeful meanNo. 3
(
)
ing. Help us, we beseech Thee,
No. 4
(Continued on Page Three)
(
)

By Alan Cannon
if I can't find anything else to fuss about, I
THE STRANGEST STORY EVER TOLD
The other day I was talking to a member of the Senior Council, (his name I will
not disclose), and we were discussing the
CDA and the last dance. It was the opinion of this particular senior council member that the orchestra procured appealed
to only a small portion of the student body.
Now I would Mke to ask a question. Do the
actions of the senior council appeal to more
than just a small portion of the student
body? I suggest that the SC take account
of their actions, and see if they stand any
better in the eyes of the student body than
the CDA does in the eyes of one senior
council member. Enough said.
IN MY OPINION
The CDA did one of the finest jobs ever
in securing an orchestra for the last dance.
I would personally like to say ... "A job
well done". (The dances at Clemson draw
only a certain crowd—the same old crowd
every dance. The remaining portion must
be secured outside the college. Therefore,
if this type of orchestra appeals, let's have
more of it.)
TURN ABOUT IS FAIR PLAY—I GUESS
There is an old adage (somewhere) that
reads "Turn about is fair play." I have
reference to the last football game. It is
true Auburn has carried the defeated burden for a number of years, but this is no
time to be turning the tables. Just because we beat the socks off of them year
before last, I believe that they have been
carrying vengeance in their hearts. Vengenance (that is) can be a mighty painful

thing sometime. In the years to come (next
year included) Auburn will surely feel the
wrath of the, mighty Clemson Tigers. They
will rue the day they used us as a goat for
the Gator Bowl. After all, there is always
an Alabama—uh-h-h Waterloo that is.
FOR THE MESS HALL'S SAKE
A couple of the "big wheels" in the messhall asked me not to forget them when this
week's society column was composed. So
should like to change my course and compliment them. (What's this?) For a change,,
the music's good or better, the waiter service is fine, and the food is improving.
GREMMLINS
It's been rumored (as I have stated in
my column several times before), that there
are some little men loose in the boiler
room. There is more cold water coming
out of hot Water taps. Like the old song,
"They're Either Too Young or Too Old",
its "Either Too Hot or Too Cold." One minute you are freezing to death, the next you
are burning up. Here's a suggestion. Let's
give the boiler room boy a forecast of the
weather. Maybe this will help out,
YOU LUCKY PEOPLE
For the next few weeks, my dear readers,
a new personality will be writing my column. This guest write will be John
Snoddy. It is my sincere wish that you
give him every CONSIDERATION that
you have given me. I am going to take a
vacation.
nite scouts

Disc-o-Pation
By Bill Caughman

For the record collector, a classical or very likely be the hit follow-up that Chacks- '
semi-classical selection, or a special orches- field is looking for.
tration of an old stand-by is a pretty good
That "crazy" man, Al "Jazzbo" Collins, is
investment, but when it comes to buying back again with two more stories for the
every pop tune that comes out, quite a few- hip kids. This time its The Discovery ol
collectors are wary. Paying the standard America and The Invention of the Airplane,
disk-price for a recording that's here today both being narrated in his familiar "bop"
and forgotten tomorrow makes the platter language. Also with a comeback is Stan
purchaser think twice before sinking too Freberg, with his timely recording of
great a portion of his capitol into the pop Christmas Dragnet. It's in two parts, prerecordings. In view of this fact, the R. C. A. sented in the "Dragnet" style of his preVictor Company is considering a low-priced vious platters and parallels Dickens* '
line for some of its pop recordings at 35c "Christmas Carol."
per, but it will probably be sometime next
Decca records will soon have on sale an
year before their Consideration of this new album of the. soundtrack disks taken from
"•line becomes a reality. At present, the the picture "The Glenn Miller Story." The
Victor "wheels" are pondering over the eco- ' music will be played by a studio orchestra
nomics and technique involved in produc- but the sound will be a very close resembing a 35c disc. The company already is lance to the original Miller band since the
equipped with automatic pressing machines former will use the original Miller arsimilar to an injection mold process used in rangements. The album is to be sold for
the manufacture of Bell Records, a 35c disc film advertising purposes only, according to
line. Also open at this time, is a name for Universal Pictures. No doubt the album
the new product.
will be a fine collection of Miller music,
The stars of the motion'picture "Calami- but it still won't be able to compete with
ty Jane," Doris Day and Howard Keel, com- Victor's $25 "limited edition" of Glenn
bined forces to put on the market their new Miller originals which so far has sold over
album of fine tunes such as The Black Hills 100,000 albums. At present, it's the top
of Dakota, Higher Than a Hawk, 'Tis Harry selling album, believe it or not.
I'm Planning to Marry, I can Do Without
On the subject of top selling albums, in
You, A Woman's Touch and featuring, by the number two slot is "Music For Lovers
Doris, the potential hit song Secret Love. Only" by Jackie Gleason; number three
It's great. The tune is also available on top seller is "Seven Dreams" by Gordon
wax by Gordon Jenkins and Stuart Foster.
Jenkins; number four album is "The Robe"
The Christmas season has just barely by Alfred Newman and ;"Concertos For
started, and already Irving Berlin's White You" by Liberace-Weston is) holding the
Christmas, the perennial favorite, is again number five position.
at the top of the best-seller list in initial
In step with the Christmas season, Mansales reactions. The number two best-sell- tovani has his very/'special version out of
er for Christmas selections at this point, is White Christmas. It is described as "the
Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer, now in its greatest Christmas instrumental ever refifth year, with I Saw Mommy Kissing San- corded." This orchestra-tune combination
ta Claus, last year's hit, in third place.
needs no elaboration because both are well
After the great rendition of Ebb Tide by known and the two are suited to each other.
Frank Chacksfield, comes A Girl Called An album of Christmas music is also availLinda by the band backed with Golden Vio- able by Mantovani and his orchestra. It
lins. The first is a pretty tune written, I ' contains fourteen selections of the favorite
think, by David Greer, and prettily played, Yule tunes such as O Holy Night, Silent
too. The Violins side is a waltz and could Night, Adeste Fideles and The First NoeL
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THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"

a thick Hangover.
By now the secretly contemptuous spectators were on their
feet cheering and their adoration
reached fever pitch as he torBy Pete Peek
tured first gear, inched into po- Friday, December 4
If your ol* lady has been walksition, and waited for the green 5-8 p. m. — Christmas Bazaar
flag. Women grabbed their chilsponsored by Woman's Auxil- ing around with an evil grin on
dren as' the light turned green
iary of Holy Trinity Church; his face there is a good chance
and his inch thick bifocals found
Parish House.
that he has landed a part in tne
a ten foot break in traffic. With Saturday. December 5
Little Theatre's coming production
a triumph wave of his beret, and 8 p. m.—University of Georgia- of "Stalag 17". That's right, the
shouting the Apache war cry, he
Clemson basketball game, Field next play has twenty "characters"
again put first gear to the test
(you should see 'em) and most of
House.
that he (Oscar) was sure glad fine looking "head" as a sponsor.
and shot out onto the highway, 8-11 p. m.—*Y' Council Dance and them will be played by students.
—OSCAR SAYS—
to see the troops "whooping it
his new oversize tires distributThat's not all though, "Stalag 17"
Social; 'Y' Club Rooms.
that a certain guy really shook
up" at the dance Saturday night.
ing themselves evenly over a ten Sunday, December 6
will be directed by Alan "Steve"
the
minuets
at
party
after
the
It reminded him (Oscar) of the
foot section of concrete. Two en- 11:30 a. m.—The Rev. B. B. Black, Cannon, who has waited three
"good ole times"! Wonder who game Saturday. He (Oscar) would
terprising freshmen promptly
District Superintendent, Ander- years for his big chance. Although
the Senior Council is going to get have to feel mighty good to stand
shoveled the hot rubber off the
son District, Guest Minister, the play is still being cast, (and
on
my
head
and
give
a
cheer
for
this time!
road and began selling it in little
I just lost my chances of getting
Clemson
Methodist Church.
Georgia Tech!
—OSCAR SAYS—
balls as souvenirs.
3-8 p. m.—Sixth Cinema Guild a part with that last sentence) it
—OSCAR SAYS—
that he (Oscar) thought the
He went along Bowman Field
Movie, Chemistry Auditorium. is rumored that Dave "At Ease!"
that he (Oscar) wants the
Tigers played their hearts out
at 70, faked out the greedy boys 6:10 p. m—YMCA Vespers; Con- Moorhead has a part (I wonder
against Auburn. They (the ball troops to keep an eye on Demmie
in the bumming line by attacking
verse College delegation to pre- who he will be?) so it prdmises
team) tried hard in the selection McClure for he McClure) doesn't
Tillman Hall, fooled the Provost
to be a good show. Another good
sent program.
of their dates, but that was a rate week-ends. Passing 12 credits
Sgt. by missing him, disillusioned 6:45-8:15 — Annual 'Y' Workers thing (to use the term loosely) is
is not quite enough, McClure!
"loser" too.
—OSCAR SAYS—
the troops by missing the Juice
and Contributors Supper, Clem- the fact that the play will be pre—OSCAR SAYS—
that Ned Thornhill really has it
Shop and hit the quadrangle ramp
sented in the College Chapel on
son House.
that Johnny Pressure made out
at 45. By now there were two Monday, December 7
the nights of the 13, 14, and 15 of
great at the Dance Saturday night! bad for one of those Charlestonian
envious heads at every window 12 noon—Luncheon meeting of January, which is long enough
Ask Jeep Warner, it was his date. "heads"! Why don't you give up
Thornhill—she doesn't even know
—OSCAR SAYS—
and they watched, groaned, tenBlue Key, Mess Hall.
after the Christmas Holidays and
that as for as the Thanksgiving you exist!
sed, and sweated as he pumped 7:00 p. m—Flight A 9984 Vol. Air also soon enough so we won't be
—OSCAR SAYS—
Holidays are concerned they turnthe brakes frantically and screechReserve Training Sqd., Room sweating about exams, ('course
that you, Robert Lawhon should
Dr. R. F. Poole, President of Clemson College,
ni Affairs, is holding the microphone. The Clemed out to be a "damn jewel." He
ed to a halt in front of fifth bar(Continued on Page Six)
we'll all be .exempt) and can enwelcomes visitors and alumni before the Homeson Band, is lined up behind Dr. Poole. (TIGER racks. He tooted his horn in
(Oscar) can't wait till the Christ- be in the "funnies". You (Lawjoy ourselves. What's the priest
coming
game
with
Auburn.
Mr.
Walter
T.
Cox,
hon)
look
like
Andy
Gump—all
Photo
by
Jack
Trimmier).
mas Holidays.
case anybody had missed him the burnt rubber floated back on you ask? Well, if you are afraid
assistant
to
the
President
and
Director
of
Alumnose
and
no
chin.
—OSCAR SAYS—
first time, let everybody hear his down to the troops who loved of falling off the Juice Shop roof
—OSCAR SAYS—
He (Oscar) hates to see a good
motor, and then spun around the the whole act.
you can get in for the nominal
if "Possum head" Sease can.
man go down. Ames Wells left us
quadrangle for emphasis.
Oh, yes, by now Red Ryder, sum of a half a buck or, if you
dance, then he (Oscar) can "fly".
when he gave that "rock" away.
Why don't you wise up Sease?
As usual, everyone cheered the campus cop had the hots for are real "cheap" (like me) you
—OSCAR SAYS—
as much as he (Oscar) hates You're not good for anything
him as be left but mostly be- him and after stopping him single- can buy a season ticket and see
to admit it—Jimmy Wells had a but a laugh.
cause he was leaving. He handedly, hfe told him he was a the next three plays for only one
Watch the "Tiger" for
blackened thirty feet of ramp terrible nasty hoy and gave him buck.
more news about "Stalag 17".
By Grantland Wheat
few switches, twirled a few dials, as he left and the smell of a horrendous fine.
He laboriously squeezed his way pulled the broken window down
through the huge French doors, with his hand, and ever so gently
(Continued from Page Two)
and bounded down the P. O. steps, massaged his right leg.
his stubby little fingers franticalHere he took time out to smooth
to maintain the honor of a true forces that would seek to destroy
ly clutching a tobacco smelling the 3 inch welt seams on his
gentleman, always striving for a our precious heritage.
letter which probably came from pegged flannels and combed his
stronger Clemson brotherhood.
Daily help us to realize the pro- Dear Tom,'
"Your Merry Christmas Store"
his
girl.
hair which incidently, would have
>
Show us nature's immortal visions which Thou hast made
The Senior Council conducted a
The
time
was
immediately
foldone
justice
to
aduck's
rear
end,
beauty—the azure haze of the whereby we might reign eternally thorough investigation into the
lowing retreat and the big laugh Then his, all too conservative,
Necklace & Earbob Sets
mountains, the sullen echoes of with Thee.
Keepsake Diamonds
changes of the vandalism which in the mess hall (better known chrome propellers started twirl
peace and gifts of God Almighty.
Hearken unto our cry, we be- grew out of activities preceding for its music, and empty plates) ing, he yanked on a hawser and
Ronson Lighters
Hamilton & Elgin Watches
In the light of blessed glory, seech Thee, through Jesus Christ the Clemson - Citadel football
was over. As usual the spacious, the big top settled into place, and
'Simmons Fine Ladies Jewelery Shaffer Sets
honor, beauty, truth,, love, and our Lord. Amen.
game, and found the following in- accomodating P. O. and vicinity his head swelling with anticipaCompacts
wisdom we pray, through Jesus
Meeker Billfolds
formation as a result of question- was not too crowded with a sort- tion, he crossed his ignition wires
No. 4.
Christ, our Lord, Amen.
Key Chains
ing cadets who were in the vicinCollege Seal Jewelery
Almighty God, Who alone ity of The Citadel the night the ed gathering of little boys in grey. (keys are old fashioned).
Xo. X.
Cuff Links
He took advantage of the poor
The two quarts of oil which
Sterling Bracelets
gavest us the breath of life, and alleged vandalism took place.
excuse of a delay in military ac- immediately flooded the ground
Almighty God, Creator of the alone canst keep alive in us the
Of the twelve names which tivity to trundle on over to his were well hidden by a dense
universe and Author of all knowl- holy desires Thou dost impart;
COME IN AND SEE OUR NICE SELECTION
pall of black smoke, accomedge, we thank Thee for the defend us with Thy mighty pow- were turned in by the Charleston pride and joy, his automobile.
panied by pellets of hot carbon
This conscientious lad had
priviledge of attending this in- er; and grant that this day we Police Department, only eight of
that shot out the back. Then
stitution which is so filled with fall into no sin, neither run into these were Clemson Cadets and worked, sweated, and cursed for
'THE COUNTRY GENTLEMEN'S JEWELER'
all was normal, as his leg,
opportunities for us to develop our any kind of danger, but that our of these eight, only four were two summer months before his
quivering with St. Vitus Dance,
minds and our lives. We ask Thy doings being ordered by Thy picked up outside in the vicinity father gave it to him but it
hit the accelerator and the 4o3
richest blessings upon it and upon governance, may be righteous in of the park. The only activities wasn't in the same shape it was
compression ratio made itself
our families and loved ones who Thy sight. Grant us, in all our engaged in by those Clemson stu- then. He made a few alterafelt and heard. His genuine
have made it possible for us to doubts and uncertainties, the dents who were inside The Citadel tions so that he would be a big
solid platinum twin pipes emitbe here. Forgive us when we fail grace to ask what Thou would was the raising of a flag. No hit at school, and show all the
ted a staccato burping sound
to do our best. Create within our have us to do. Bless all who teach damage was done in any way by women at the surrounding
similar to a pair of goldfish with
minds a desire to succeed. Give and all who learn, and that Thy those students who were inside at grammar schools.
It was a convertible, so naturalus insight to realize that success Spirit of wisdom may save us this time.
Drake's will set the pace in
apart from Thy will is impossible. from all false choices; and that in
It was found that the painting ly there was no need to open the
■ Help us to seek and to know this Thy light we may see light, and was done earlier in the night and door. The cadet-like, curb squat- —STYLE
will. Give us receptive and open in Thy straight path may not no one connected with the paint- ters cheered him on as he vaulted —QUALITY
FOR ALL
minds. Give us the ability to stumble. Amen.
ing was apprehended; neither into his tiger skin seat, turned a —REASONABLE PRICES
weigh and to consider. Guide our
could anyone be found who knew
professors that they might inspire
anything about the painting. Al- and telling the rest of us. We Featuring "McGregor" among
us to reach for higher goals. Direct
so, testimony revealed that a large here at Clemson seem to get so our many famous name brands
each member of the administrapercent of the people who were interested in ourselves that we of merchandise.
tion, faculty, and of all departaround The Citadel that Friday don't stop to think about the other
ments and services of our school
night were Charleston High people around us!
BOOKS
DRAWING INSTRUMENTS
How about somebody letting us
that it might continue to grow
William E. Ashley, a textile School boys, College of Charleston
and expand its positive influence manufacturing graduate of Clem- students, and others not Clemson know something?
Next to Center Theater
upon mankind. In Christ's name son, has been promoted to assist- students.
PENCILS
FOUNTAIN PENS
GREENVILLE, S. C
Sincerely yours,
we pray. Amen.
ant superintendent of the grey
Under the conditions which
John
Burr
mill of the Riegel Textile Corpo- have been uncovered in the CounNo. J.
SLIDE RULES
PAPER
ration, Trion Division. While at
' Gracious Bord, our God, eternal Clemson he was a member of Phi cil's investigation, we see no reason why Clemson should accept
in the heavens, Whose eyes see Psi, honorary textile fraternity.
J. E. SIRRINE COMPANY
any responsibility for the vanall, Whose ears record the murAshley was connected with the dalism which took place at The
—E ngineer s—
muring of our lips, and Whose Ware Shoals Division of Riegel
heart is filled with compassion for two years before going into Citadel and the Senior Council is
GREENVILLE
SOUTH CAROLINA
. for all, forgive us Thy creatiqn military service. In 1949 he went of the opinion that, although
when we so grieve Thee with our to Trion as a trainee for two years, considerable damage was done,
, lives of conceit and unfaithfull- worked as loomfixer, then second it was not so much as was presented to the public through the
^aiess.
hand in the weaving department
Accept now our prayer of ado- for a year prior to becoming over- judicious use of journalism in the
CLEMSON, S. C.
ration and our petition for sear of the yarn mill, which posi- local newspapers.
Gulfpride Motor Oil
—
Washing
Respectfully,
strength to distinguish between tion he has held about one and a
Jerry E. Dempsey
right and wrong as we work and half years.
Gulf
Anti-Knock
Gasoline
—
—'—
—
Greasing
Chairman, Senior Council
play together during our days at
LOCATED ON SENECA HIGHWAY
Clemson.
Kindle in our hearts a flame of
devotion to Thee and to Thy Son
30 November, 1953
Who died for all men. May we
Dear Tom:
be devoted to all things that would
honor Thee and make our lives
The sale of Christmas seals at
There is a Clemson boy who
more fit to fulfill our daily tasks. Clemson was started last week,
was seriously injured in an autoGive us strength, we pray as according to B. D. Cloaninger,
mobile wreck before the State
Clemson men, to lean strong on Clemson seal sale chairman. Lewis
Fair
holidays. He was taking anThy mighty arm that we might D. Malphrus is serving as bond
other boy to Columbia to a doctor
be led triumphantly through the sales chairman and Miss Margueor something. His name is Marion
cares, problems, and anxieties that rite Blume, Mrs. G. A. Worley, and
Guy Littlejohn are assisting also. "Bull" Thompson, and he played
would seek to weight us down.
quite a lot of football up here last
May our foundations of characH. G. McGraw is conducting year. No one seems to know how
ter be rooted in those principles sales at the elementary and the
he is getting along.. How about
for which men have been proud high school and Jerry Dempsey. is
somebody who knows something
to sacrifice their lives. Grant that in charge of sales among Clemson
about Marion writing to The Tiger
we stand unswerving against all College cadets.

This Week

A WORD TO THE WISE

Letters
To
Tom
Clemson

Little Theater Wi
Give Play'Sfalag 17'

CAMPUS COP CLIPS
CRAZY, MIXED-UP KID

CLEMSON JEWELERS

MAKE OUR STORE YOUR HEADQUARTERS

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

Ashley Receives
Mill Promotion

DRAKE'S

TURNER'S SERVICE STATION

Christmas Seal
Sale Has Begun

—

ATTENTION!

COUNTRY GENTLEMEN
It's Time for Christmas Shopping!

THE COUNTRY MOUSE GIFT SHOP
(CLEMSON HOUSE LOBBY)

OFFERS YOU A ONE-STOP SHOPPING SERVICE
CAREFULLY SELECTED GIFTS FOR EVERY ONE
FOR THAT
SPECIAL GAL
Costume Jewelry
Beaded Bags
Compacts
Cigarette Cases
Scarfs
Jewelry Cases

FOR MOM
Table Linen
Serving Trays
Place Mats
Brass Planters
Jewelry
Bridge Items
Cocktail Aprons
Perfume

FOR DAD
Barbeque Sets
Cocktail Glasses
Pigskin Wallets
Desk Items
Ash Trays
Cuff Links
Toilet Articles

FOR SIS
Charm Bracelets
Wooly Dogs
Character Dolls
Fairy Stories
Jump Ropes
Note Paper
Weaving Sets

MARGE and COWER CHAMPION

met as shy schoolkids at
dancing school. Their paths
criss-crossed for years as each
worked hard to make a career.
Finally, Gower, back from
Service, "teamed up" with
Marge. After months of
strenuous rehearsal, they
were a sensation, creating
original "dance stories" for
TV, movies and stage. They
are now Mister and Missus.

smoking
Camels
yourself!
Smoke only Camela
for 30 days and find
out why Camela ar»
first in mildness, fla»
vor and popularity!
See how much pure
pleasure a cigarette
can give you!

FOR "TOM BOY*
or TINY TEH
Stuffed Animals
Mechanical. Toys
Scout Knives
Puzzels
Story Books
Tie Racks
Book Ends
Cowboy Belts

YOU HAVE A CORDIAL WELCOME AWAITING YOU AT

"THE COUNTRY MOUSE"
STOP BY AND SEE US!

KATHLEEN NORRYCE McGUIRE—Owner

MEL& AGREE VOTM MOPE PEOPLE
THAN AMY OTHEF*. CIGARETTE
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Tigers To Open Home Season Against Maryland
Presbyterian Tops
Clemson Cagers
Tuesday Night
A power laden- Presbyterian
quintet rolled over the Tiger basketballers Tuesday night, 92-61
in Clinton. Getting the jump on
the Bengals, the Blue Stockings
took advantage of their early lead
and combined their sharpshootin?
and sterling defensive play i»
stop Coach Banks McFaddeir"*
young Tigers.
In the first canto, the Presbyterians ripped the net for 22 point*
as compared to the Country Gentlemen's 16. The Blue Stocking*
couldn't miss as the listless Tig»
were outscored.
The second quarter saw th»
Socks again outscore the Tigs.
While P. C. combined their efforts to pour in 24 points th«
Tigs could muster but 11.
The third quarter was a repetition of the second as far as th«
Blue Sox were concerned. They
scored 24 markers again whifal
the Tigs dumped in 17.
During the fourth canto Presbyterian popped for 22 while tht
Tig-s again collected 17.
Leading the victorious Blu«
Stockings was Dave Thompson,
who ripped the net for 30 points.
Collecting 21 markers the first
half, the talented soph cam**
back for nine more after intermission. Burgessj B. Thompson, and
Beaumont also hit the double
figure mark as they each scored
10 points. ,
Guard Ames Wells led the Tiger scoring with a total of 18
points, while forward Barry Ryan
was second with 15. None of the
other Bengals were able to crack'
the double figure column.
The Tigs play Maryland tonight
at 8:00 p. m. in the field house in
their first home game of the season.

rieen
By—FRANK ANDERSON
FROM "DEATH VALLEY" INTO
THE "DARK HOUSE"
Clemson's 1953 football season is finished and our interest
is turned toward the hardwood of the Clemson field house
as the Clemson basketeers wade into their '53-'54 season.
The won-loss record established by the Tig footballers,
although not too impressive, gives us a bright outlook for
the next few years.
With the 3-5-1 record marked down by the gridiron greats,
it is surprising that the final statistics should show up as
they have.
The Tigers led their opponents in first downs, rushing
yardage, number of passes completed, and total yardage.
For the average person to look at the won-loss record of the
Bengals and then turn to the page where the statistics are
written up, one might be stunned at the comparison.
Excuses might be useless, and maybe these reasons stated
below are erroneous, but anyone condemning the Clemson
football and coaches for producing a dud, is barking up the
wrong alley. A few reasons, in my own opinion, for the
record the Clemson footballers prduced'are as follows:
1. Clemson's new split "T" formation was in the process
of establishing a foundation, on which the future Tiger
teams rest. This accounted for many of the mistakes made
by the Bengals. 2. Bad luck has become an occurrence which
no team can avoid. Some people prefer to call this bad luck
bad breaks, and still others attach the name of unwarranted
mistakes to those fumbles, intercepted passes, and phenominal runbacks which seap into every football ' camp.
Clemson's tough luck came at embarrassing moments during the Country Gentlemen's schedule.
All of these particulars of modern football effect the
score, and perhaps a broad generalization of these errors
might place them in the category of mistakes. Next year
Clemson will be into another football season. This year
the Bengals.collected their share of mistakes, but maybe
next year the story will be different.

—Complete line of Sporting
Goods for teams and individuals, model supplies, and
toys.

HARDWOOD TO BE ROUGH FOR BASKETBALLERS
Like the 1953 Clemson football team, the Tiger quintet is
embarking on a rough journey.- After becoming a member
of the newly formed Atlantic Coast Conference, the Tiger
basketballers are beginning to schedule many of the powerhouses in the Conference. Among these are Maryland, N.
C. State, Wake Forest, North Carolina, and George Washington. These are not the only tough battles the quintet
faces this year. Contests with Furman, Tennessee, and Tennessee Tech, might also prove to be stumbling blocks in the
Bengals' tough schedule.
Experience is the main thing lacked by the basketeers.
This they will obtain as the season goes on. The first few
games might prove tough for the hardwoodmen, as did the The Clemson Tiger basketeers jump shot artist, having earned
Presbyterian tussle, but all indications point-toward the fact open their home schedule tonight two basketball letters at Tigerin the Clemson College Field town, got 15 markers against P.
that they should improve as the season ripens.
House as they play host to the

DeLANEY'S
Sporting Goods
GREENVILLE, S. C.

Terps Have Strong,
Fast Quintet

LACK OF HEIGHTH WILL HURT US
One of the most important phases of the game of basketball is the ability of a team to pull down rebounds. A necessary factor in rebounding is heighth. The tallest man on
the Tig first string is Charlie Gage. Gage, standing at 6-4
might seem tall as the average human being goes, but many
of the teams which Clemson will play this year possess men
who would dwarf Gage. Three other varsity members
reach 6-4 but their main setback is lack of experience. Billy
Riser, Dreher Gaskin, Tommy Smith and Hampton Hunter.
As the season goes on these men will be worked into the
lineups to strengthen the rebounding of the team.
Two other current first stringers of the Tigers are also
capable of hauling down rebounds, but again their lack of
heighth might hold them back somewhat. Buddy Shook, a
6-3 center and Barry Ryan, a 6-1 forward both have shown
up well in practice from this standpoint, but what they will
do against taller men remains to be seen.
FROM THE PLAYING FIELD TO THE DARKROOM
TO THE ENGRAVERS TO THE PRINTERS
The Tiger is lucky to have on its staff a photographer
such as Jack Trimmier. The sports staff is especially grateful to Jack for furnishing them with the much needed pictures to round out a sports page. Jack has followed the
Tiger teams in almost all encounters and has returned with
a picture story which is unbeatable.
Especially for a college newspaper, Jack's pictures are on
top. Too often it is hard to find a talented worker such as
Trimmier to boost the looks of your paper.
The sports staff of the Tiger would like to give a little
credit where it is deserved.

University of Maryland cagers.
Maryland promises to be among
the top teams the Bengals will
meet all season as they are ranked high in the Atlantic Coast
Conference pre-season basketball
dope.
Clemson, relying mainly on the
service of three returning lettermen, Charlie Gage, forward,
Barry Ryan, forward, and Ames
Wells, guard, will be hoping to
comeback after their Tuesday
night defeat in the hands of a
talented Presbyterian College five.
Probably starting at the pivot
spot for the Country Gentlemen
will be Buddy "Shaky" Shook.
Shook, who bohunked most of last
year, has been coming into his
own in pre-season practice and
should boost the Tigs from this
position.
Senior forward, and two year
vet of the Bengal hardwood,
Charlie Gage will get the nod
at one of the starting forward positions. Standing at 6-4, Gage saw
a good bit of action the past two
years and handles this slot well.
Barry Ryan, a Washington, D.
C. product, will get the starting
assignment at the other forward
post. The crafty ball handler and

Unive«,ty

C. last Tuesday night and should
be a scoring threat all season.
Ames Wells, sharpshooter from
Columbia will start at one of the
guard positions. A senior this
year, Wells hits a very high percentage of his field goals and
helps to hold the team together
with his sterling floor play.
Bruce Holzschuh, the lone sophomore who will be starting for
the Bengals lacks experience, but
is very . capable of hitting the
bucket and should come into his
own as the season advances.
Reserves who will likely see
action are Dreher Gaskin, center,
Ben Crosland, guard, Allston
Mitchel, forward, and Tommy
Smith, forward. Billy Riser, center, Doc Morgan, guard and
Hampton Hunter, forward should
also see action.
The Tigers next home game will
be against the University of Georgia this Saturday night at 8:00
o'clock.

Sporting Goods

LATEST COLLEGE
SURVEY SHOWS
LUCKIES LEAD AGAIN
Last year a survey of leading colleges
throughout the country showed that
smokers in those colleges preferred
Luckies to any other cigarette.
This year another nation-wide survey
— based on thousands of actual, student
interviews, and representative of all
students in regular colleges—shows that
Luckies lead again over all brands, regular or king size...and by a wide margin!
The No. 1 reason: Luckies taste better.
Smoking enjoyment is all a matter of
taste, and the fact of the matter is Luckies
taste better—for 2 reasons. L.S./M.F.T.
—Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. And
Luckies are made better to taste better.
So, Be Happy—Go Lucky!

FANT'S CAMERA
SHOP
Everything in
PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES
ANDERSON, S. C.

Hardware

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
ANDERSON, S. C.

BILL MARTIN HEATING CO.
Heating and Air Conditioning
408 N. MAIN STREET

ANDERSON, S. C.

TIGER TAVERN
Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House

FOR CHRISTMAS GIVE

NOW OPEN ALL DAY
Where's your jingle?

"So Lives the Dream" by Pearl S. McFall
A history of Pendleton District and Clemson College

GIFT SHOP-CLEMSON HOUSE
CALHOUN MANSION
OR PHONE 4081, PICKENS, S. C.

Hours: 7 a. m. Til Midnight
OPEN ON THURSDAYS

WILL BE OPEN LATE FOR ALL DANCES

It's easier than you think to
make $25 by writing a Lucky
Strike jingle like those you see
in this ad. Yes, we need jingles
—and we pay $25 for every one
we use! So send as many as you
like to: Happy-Go-Lucky, P. O.
Box 67, New York 46, N. Y.

SA.T.Co.
PRODUCT OF

AMERICA'S LEADING MANUFACTURER OF CIGARETTM
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Moore Brothers Are
Great Help To Team

Frosh Basketbollers
Open Season Sofurdoy

As the varsity, Air Force, and Army Rifle teams go into
action this winter, very likely to be leading the teams 'are
John and Joe Moore. The brothers from Chester are both
exceptional riflemen and both are high on the rifle team
rosters.

Now that the pigskins have been
laid away after completion of another gridiron season, the pounding of leather on hardwood can
be heard echoing through the
gyms at the Field House. The
varsity, under the direction of
coach Banks McFadden, is running through drills in the Big
Gym every afternoon while the
Clemson Freshman team is sharpening up their attack in the Little
Gym under the tutoring of freshman coach "Rock" Norman.
This year's freshman team has
a number of promising prospects
working out, and, though lacking s s«ie of the height of frosh
teams in the past, they have
been displaying a great deal of
hardwood skill and knowledge.
There are approximately twentyfive candidates vieing for starting
assignments on the first string at
the present time. This group includes some of the best prep ballhandlers in this part of the country as well as a large number of
boys that are anxious to play college ball for the Tigers in the future.
These hardwood specialists
will be up against some tough
competition as they meet some
of the best high school, freshmen and Junior college teams in
North and South Carolina. The
freshman schedule—which is
not yet complete — includes
games with North Greenville
Academy and Junior College,
the Furman Freshman team,
the University of South Carolina
Freshmen, Spartanburg- Junior
College and the University of
North Carolina Frosh. These
teams, like the Baby Tigers,
have a number of outstanding
players and a number of very
interesting games will be on tap
for the basketball fans of the
state.
These are the boys currently
pounding the hardwood over at
the Field House. The centers are
Walter Burrisj* Gene Lambert
Billy Hudson, David Rosendale
and Dave Bauman. All of these
players "have had plenty of high
school experience and are showing up well on rebounds and defensive play.
Vieing for a starting position
at the forward posts are such stalwarts as Dan Shealy, Thurman
McLamb, Walter Allen, George
Jones, Gary Hawkins, Mitchell
Thomas, Hugh Ertzberger and
"Rock" Stone. A number of these
boys have been showing amazing
(Continued on Page Six)

All three rifle teams are represented in the Moore family.
John leads the Air Force while
Joe is vieing for the top position
on the Army squad. Both hold
positions on the varsity team, a
combination of the Air Force and
Army squads.
John, a junior, is in his third
year as a Tiger rifleman. This
year for the second time, John is
captaining his fellow fly boys.
Last year John held down the
3rd slot on the varsity team. His
highest recorded score from last
season, 378 out of a possible 400,
was near the top. In addition to
his varsity activities the elder
Moore brother won four medals
.for his Air Force shooting. Among
these medals the marksman received are one for the sitting position, the kneeling position, the
standing position and one for
total points during the season.
This year John again is headed toward a great year. He is
currently leading the Air Force
-team and from all indications, he
should be very high on the varsity roster.
The younger brother Joe is al-

STONE

most a repetition of John, Coming to school last year as a freshman, Joe was talked into trying
out for the rifle team mainly by
his brother. Making the Army
team with ease Joe tried out for
the varsity. After copping a slot
on the varsity squad, Joe ended up
the season as sixth high man.
Among his honors as a freshman marksman, Joe captured a
medal for being a member of the
Army rifle team which placed in
the 3rd. Army area match. His
highest score for last year came
during the match with the University of Georgia. At this time
the sharpshooter scored a 369
points out of a possible 400. Incidently this was during the same
varsity match in which his brother
set his highest scoring mark.
This year, as a sophomore, Joe
was elected by his Army teammates to the honor of co-captaining his team.
When the Moore brothers leave
Clemson in the next few years,
they will have left behind an enviable record for rifle teams of
Clemson College.

BROTHERS

108 NORTH MAIN STREET

COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO MEN
YOUNG MEN AND STUDENTS
GREENVILLE

SOUTH CAROLINA

TO THE LADIES:

HOLIDAY HOUSE!
DECECMBER 4th AND 5th

COME GET IDEAS FOR SAYING MERRY
CHRISTMAS ALL THROUGH YOUR HOUSE!

P.S.

LET'S MAKE IT A TEA PARTY.
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Clemson's Don Kins passes for the Tigers' first
score against Auburn in Clemson Memorial Stadium two weeks ago. From five yards out, the
Tig quarterback hit Dreher Gaskin, sensational

The final Esquire Award for the
The Tigs could not get rolling
1953 football season was presented as they have in the past, and the
to end Dreher Gaskin. This award, Plainsmen, led by quarterbacks
a shirt of the winner's choice, is Dooly and Freeman, had no
given weekly to the outstanding trouble in defeating the Bengals
player in a Clemson Contest.
and continuing on their road for a
The big end from Orangeburg bid to a post season bowl game.
certainly earned the award as he
ended his playing days on the
The only bright spot in the TiTiger gridiron with a sterling per- ger offense was the passing
formance against Auburn Satur- combination of Don King and
day.
Dreher Gaskin. These two comThe King to Gaskin combina- bined to score all three of the
tion accounted for all of the Ben- Bengal touchdowns. The Tig
gal scoring. "Goon" made two quarterback and the senior end
sensational catches to provide a, also teamed up to make a mathrill for the big Homecoming jority of tackles for the Tigs.
crowd which was on hand.
A bowl minded Auburn squad
In the third period, Dreher
wrestled the ball from two Au- took the measure of the Clemson
burn defenders and carried the Tigers by the score of 45 to 19
ball the rest of the way for the before a huge Homecoming crowd,
tally. Late in the third quarter as the Bengals ended their 1953
Gaskin snagged the ball over his
Auburn showed all of their
head in the end zone to score the
final tally for the boys from Ti- strength in winning the game,
gertown. These catches proved and seemed to have two firststring elevens. Led by quartertheir worth on offense.
backs
Dooly and Freeman, these
Gaskin was just as good on defense for the battling Tiger eleven. two squads both showed strength
He consistently stopped the ball on offense and defense.
carriers at the line of scrimmage,
Auburn struck paydirt in the
or threw them for losses. He has first quarter, as they intercepted
been a defensive standout all year
(Continued on Page Six)
and is considered one of the greatest Tiger defensive ends.

Block Letters
Awarded To 36
Block C football letters were
awarded to 36 members of the
1953 varsity—34 to players and
two to managers.

MASTER
OF

SCIENCE
DEGREES

Purpose

BigMitj

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
PHYSICS, OR
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

The awards will be made to applicants
who have evidenced outstanding ability
and some degree of creativeness. They
must also possess traits enabling them to
work well with others.

Citizenship

Universities

PTOgfOtn

Applicants must be United States citizens
for whom appropriate security clearance
can be obtained, as their work in the
Hughes Laboratories may be related to
National Defense projects.
Applicants must be able to meet the requirements for admission to graduate
standing at the University of California
at Los Angeles or the University of
Southern California.
Participants will be employed at Hughes
full time in the summer and 25 hours
a week during the university year while
pursuing half-time graduate work.

Bengal end, for the score.
helped keep Clemson in the
Flainsmen topped the Country
(TIGER sports photo by Jack

ReripientswffleamfWe-eighthsofanor- ""'
mal salary each year. This salary will be
determined by the individual's qualifications and experience, and will reflect
current salary practices in the electronics
industry. Salary growth will be on die
Salarie
same basis as for full-time members of
the scientific-engineering staff. Recipients will also be eligible for health,
accident and life insurance benefits, as
well as other privileges accruing to fulltime staff members.
Tuition, admission fee, and required ^
books at either the University of CaHfomia at Los Angeles or the University
Sponsorship
of Southern California, covering the
number ofunits required to earn an M. S.
degree, will be provided.
For those residing outside the Southern
California area, actual travel and moving expenses to this area will be allowed
up to 10 percent of the full starting annual salary.

Travel
Expense,

Candidates will be selected by the Committee for Graduate Study of Hughes
Research and Development Laboratories.
Application forms should be obtained
immediately. Completed applications
must be accompanied by detailed college transcripts.

Receiving these letters were:
ends Dreher Gaskin, Joe Bowen,
Scott Jackson, Pete Wall and Walt
Laraway; tackles Nathan Gressette, Clyde White, B. C. Inabinet
and Tommy Mattos; guards Ormond Wild, Mark Kane, Joe LaMontague, Nolten Hilderbrand, A.
U. (Buck) Priester, Charles Wyatt
and Gene Garrison; centers Wingo
Avery, Bill McLellan, Andy Smalls
and Hampton Hunter; quarterbacks Don King, Tommy Williams,
Forrest Calvert and Pooley Hubert; left halfbacks Buck George
and Jimmy Wells; right halfbacks
Bill O'Dell, Joe Pagliei and Ken
Moore; and fullbacks Larry Gressette, Red Whitten, Crimmins
Hankinson, Don Ross and Jack
Shown.
Managers receiving letters were
Reeves Gressette and J. W. (Tootsie) Broome.

>

Selection of
Candidates

Application
Procedure

This week's article is the last
in a series designed to help acquaint the students and fans of
the Tigers with the various members of the football coaching staff
here at Tigertown. The final article in the series centers around
the latest addition to the staff and
a man whose value to the football
hopes of the Tigers is already beginning to show itself. This new
mentor is Don Wade, who has
been a great asset to the freshman team during the recent gridiron campaign.
Coach Wade graduated from
Clemson in 1952 after he had completed four years of outstanding
football for our Tiger team. He
was an member of the famous
Orange and Gator Bowl teanis
and saw plenty of action as the
first string linebacker for the
Tigs in both of these contests. Don
was also a standout during the
regular season and his defensive
play during his years here will be
remembered by Clemson students
and fans for many seasons to
come.

CHRISTMAS

GIFTS!
BOOK FOR MEN
Contains All
the Latest Styles
Also
WHEN, WHERE and
HOW TO WEAR
THEM.

$2.50
per copy

ESQUIRE
SHOPS FOR MEN
GREENVILLE - CLEMSON

BAILES-McCRACKEN CO.
Seneca, S. C.
1921

1953

$10,000 DAYS
FRIDAY, DEC. 4
SATURDAY, DEC. 5
MONDAY, DEC. 7

TO OUR MANY CUSTOMERS
We are grateful to you for your loyalty to us in the past
and will appreciate your attending this three day promotion.
Fred and Beverly McCracken

BAILES-fMRACKEN CO.
SENECA, S. C.

Immediately after graduation in
'52, he accepted a position as coach
at the Waynesboro High School in
Waynesboro, Georgia, where he
had a very successful season.
The Clemson staff soon realized
the coaching potentialities of this
young man and prevailed upon
him to accept a position as one of
the coaches here. He accepted
and came back to his old alma
mater in September of this year
to begin his coaching duties. Since
his arrival, Coach Wade has been
working with the freshman team
along with Coach Banks McFadden and has really done a fine
job of schooling the Tigers of the
future in the rudiments of the
gridiron sport.
In addition to his duties with
the freshmen, he also has had his
hands full as a talent scout for
the Tigs. His duties along this
line include the spotting of potential college football material
and the task of persuading them
to continue their football careers

PICTURES AT

CLEMSON "Y"
"ON THE CAMPUS"

"CRAZYLEGS"

What they Wear

A first run picture starring
"Crazylegs" Hirsch, Joan vohs.

Suits:

ALSO DECEMBER 4-5

Michaefs Stern
Grjffon
Style Mart
Clothcraft

(<Aud. No. 2)

"TERROR ON A TRAIN"
Glenn Ford, Anne Yernon
SAT. MORNING & AFT.

Norris Casual
MfGreggor
Holbrook
Manhatten

"WOMAN IN THE
WINDOW"
Joan Bennett
Edward G. Robinson
DECEMBER 8-9

Sweaters:

"MAN BEHIND THE
GUN"

McGreggor
Jantzen

Randolph Scott, Pat Wymore

Christmas Shopping

DECEMBER 9-10

Use Abbott's Convenient

"BELLE OF THE YUKON"

Lay-Away-Plan

Randolph Scott, Dinah Shore
DECEMBER 10-11

Address correspondence to COMMITTEE FOR GRADUATE STUDY

"THE LADY WANTS
MINK"

S RESEARCH MmocmarmottueotiMOMet

Eve Arden, Dennis O'Keefe
DECEMBER 11-12

Qdnr City, Lu Aitgelts Oanty, California
CLEMSON

under the Orange and Purple colors of the Howardmen.
Coach Wade is married to the
former Barbara Henderson of
Clemson. They have a young
daughter, Donna, 1.

COMPANY B-3 WINS TOUCH
FOOTBALL CHAMPIONSHIP _
The touch football season ended
the last of November when students went home for the Thanksgiving holidays. Company B-3
was declared the champions when
they finished regular season play
with, the best record of wins. This
company played six games, won
four and tied two. Students who
played for B-3 were:
Morris
Radcliff, Miller, McConnell, Peters, Moore, Burriss, Ragsdale,
Swygert, Ward, Wallace, Single^
ton, Houre, Marshall and Brim
sen.
During the season they defeated companies C-3, B-l, D-3,
and D-l. They tied companies
C-D and C-l.
The runner-up team was coml
pany D-l with a record of four
wins, one loss and a tie. This record was good enough to finish just
% game in back of B-3.
Both of the top teams were
followed closely by companies
A-l, C-2, A-4, C-4 and D-4.
During the season, there was a
total of 47 games played with 548
students taking part in the program.
INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL
STARTED TUES., DEC. 1
Now that the touch football season is over, around 600 students
will be crowding the two gyms on

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

For thoce who Care

Sport Coats:

If a sufficient number of qualified candi- "^
Number of
dates present themselves, as many as 100
Awards
Fellowships will be awarded each year.

EL LJGTHJSJ

This Tig score
ball game. The
Gentlemen 45-19.
Trimmier.)

Gaskin Gets Tigers Lose Don Wade
Final Award To Auburn Returns To
Coach Tigs
From Esquire In Finale

3ELTTGKEEE2S Cooperative Fellowship Program for

The Hughes Cooperative Fellowship
Program has been established to enable
outstanding graduates to pursue work
for the Master of Science degree while
employed in industry and making significant contributions to important military projects.
Eligible for consideration are students
who will receive the B.S. degree during
the coming year and members of the
Armed Services being honorably separated and holding B.S. degrees. In either
case the field of die B.S. degree must be:

fe**^ J^^M^HHPMiKiSI......

B-3 Champs
Football Teams
Begin Basketball

Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and
Friday nights of each week tat
the Intramural Basketball games.
At a meeting of the Intramural
Council, it was decided that the
tcp sixteen teams in the league
will compete in an elimination
tournament at the end of the season to decide the champions.
There are twenty teams in the
le gue, so four teams will not be
in the final tournament. It is
necessary for the teams to be on
the court at the times that they
are scheduled 11 play. Both courts
at the Field House will be used
except when the college teams are
playing or when a concert is held.
Teams may get balls at the Intramural equipment room for practicing. The equipment room is
open every afternoon and evening and on Saturday and Sunday
afternoons.

SENECA

"CHAMP FOR A DAY"

low silent is the night?
Watching the serenity of Christmas skies
we are conscious of deep silence. Yet the
stars are talking to us all the while—talking
in radio waves that are full of meaning to
scientists probing the depths of space.
The important discovery that some stars
produce radio waves was made by a
Bell Laboratories scientist while exploring
atmospheric disturbances which might interfere with transoceanic telephone service. His discovery marked the birth of
the fast-growing science of radio astronomy. It is telling us of mysterious lightless stars that broadcast radio waves, and
it promises exciting revelations about vast
regions of space concealed by clouds of
cosmic dust.

And so from the probings and skills of
Bell System scientists and engineers has
come another tool to help man understand
better the universe in which he lives.
These men are a preud team—members of
a still larger team engaged in research,
engineering and administration and working on telephone problems in all parts of
the country. We would like you to consider joining them.
There are employment opportunities
with the companies that provide telephone
service, with Western Electric, and with
the Bell Laboratories. We need young men
for the leaders in tomorrow's Bell Telephone System. Check today with your
Placement Officer for details.
BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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BritishUniversitiesAgain Clemson Graduate Now Serving
Offer Summer Courses As President, Dun and Bradstreet
British Universities will again offer summer' courses at
By Don Dunlap
four centers in 1954, according to D. J. Wenden, representa- At the age of 41, James Wilson Newman, a Clemson gradtive of the Summer Schools, who recently arrived in the uate, now serves as President of Dun and Bradstreet.
A graduate in the class of 1931,
United States on a visit to American colleges.
Mr. Wenden, Dean of the Oxford University Summer School,
speaks for all four British Universities offering courses next summer. These will be given at Edinburgh, London. Oxford and Stratford (University of Birmingham),
each presenting programs particularly appropriate to its location
and tradition.
The courses are open to college
juniors and seniors, post-graduate
students _ and teachers.
He points out that one of the
most valuable parts of the summer program is meeting students from Britain and the 25
other countries from which representatives go to attend the
summer schools. '"Questions of
common international interest
are debated informally, friendships are made, and a unique
insight into British University
achievement is gained," Mr.
Wenden adds.
Maj. Gen. H. L. Peckham, commanding general of the Quartermaster Training Command, will be on the Clemson campus DeThe Schools will last six weeks,
cember 10, to inspect the ROTC Quartermaster unit here. (TJ. S. and are recognized for credit at
Army Photo).
American universities, and for
grants under the G. I. Bill of
Rights. The cost is an average
of $200 for board and tuition, and
a few scholarships are awarded.
Students accepted for enrollment
will have ship passage reserved
for them if they wish.
Mr. Wenden stresses the advantages of visiting places of inCommanding General, Q. M. Training
terest connected with each course.
For example, the theme of the
Command To Inspect Local Unit
course at the University of LonQuartermaster Reserve Officer Training Corps cadets at don will be "Art, Literature and
Clemson will be inspected on Thursday, December 10, by Music in England in the 17th and
Maj. Gen. H. L. Peckham, commanding general of the Quar- 18th Centuries." To illustrate the

General Peckham Will
Visit Clemson Dec. 10th

architecture and culture of the
period, students will visit the
Houses of Parliament, Covent
Garden Opera House, Eton and
many other places of importance
to the period under study.
The University of Birmingham holds its course at Stratford-on-Avon, where there are
exceptional opportunities for .
studying "Elizabethan Drama."
Among these is the chance to
see all of the five Shakespeare
plays performed during the
summer at the Stratford Memorial Theatre.
The University of Edinburgh offers a survey "Development of
Modern Western Civilization,"
stressing history, literature and
political ideas. A special attraction at Edinburgh is the International Festival of Music and
Drama, starting on August 22nd,
1954.
Oxford's theme is "Politics and
Literature in the 20th Century,"
and lectures are scheduled to be
given by Lord David Cecil, Sir
Harold Nicholson, Joyce Cary, and
other authorities.
Further details about the courses
and application forms may be obtained from the British Information Services, 30 Rockfeller Plaza,
New York 22, N. Y., or from the
Institute of International Education, 1 East 67th Street, New York
21, N. Y.

with a degree in arts and sciences chose him as his assistant. At the
he was very active in extra cur- age of thirty-seven, he was elericula activities. Newman was the vated to vice-president and then
Cadet Colonel during his senior in 1952 he was promoted to presiyear, and also, served as vice-pres- dent of the company.
Newman is saluted in this
ident of the senior class. He was
also business manager of the Taps, month's issue of FORTUNE magamember of the Block "C" Club,' zine for his accomplishments at
member of Tiger Brotherhood, and such an early age.
a member of the varsity track
team for two years.
THIS WEEK
Newman is the youngest offi(Continued from Page Three)
cer in the Dun and Bradstreet
316, Long Hall.
Company which has built its reputation on striving to give correct 7:30 p. m.—Blue Key, Club Room.
business facts and appraisals. In 7:30 p. m. — 323 Infantry (Reserve); Armory.
so doing it has become as big a
credit reporting organization as it Tuesday, December 8
is possible to. It gathers detailed 6:30 p. m.—Future Teachers of
America, Room 200, Education
credit information on practically
Building.
every company in the United
States, and as many as it can 7:30 p. m. — Tiger Brotherhood,
Tiger Den.
abroad.
The man who oversees Dun and 7:30 p. m. — Jaycees, Clemson
House.
Bradstreet -operations came to
New York from Clemson, South 8:40 p. m. — "Open House" for
Carolina with a decision to avoid j
the profession of his father and;
grandfather, both college profes- j
sors. His father, who is now de-i
ceased, was a former head of the i
department of horticulture at
Clemson.
* * * * * *
In 1931 he abandoned his job:
in banking as too sluggish, and beFRIDAY and SATURDAY
gan studying for his law degree by
night and working as a credit re-'
SO BIG
porter for Dun and Bradstreet by !
Jane
Wyman,
Sterling Hayden
day. In 1939, the company be- j
gan using him on special assign- j
Nancy Olsen
ments. Five years* later Arthur |
Dare Whiteside, then president,

r

(Continued from Page One)
the cadet uniform, which is exFrosh Basketball
plained above in item 1 and item
General Peckham, who is con-j In October 1942, he was ordered
(Continued from Page Five) ! 2. Item 4c refers to students who
ducting the annual visit on behalf! to Washington to serve as Direc- accuracy on the^r shots from the are noticeably not in control of
of Maj. Gen. George A. Horkan, tor of the Fuels and Lubricants floor and have shown plenty of all their faculties.
Quartermaster General of the Division in the office of the Quar- ability on defense.
The administration has backed
The guards on this year's team the Senior Council on this policy,
United States Army, will be ac- termaster General. It was for his
companied by his aide-de-camp, service in procuring and allocating are Randy Abbot, Chris Theos, and it appears to be the concensus
Capt. Burr E. Burgess. The five- fuels and lubricants to the mili- Robert Abercrombie, Eddie Brink- of opinion that such a policy is in
day tour will cover QM ROTC tary forces of the United States ley, Jimmy Orr, Hicks and Escue. the best interest of the majority of
units at four Third Army schools. during the period October 1943 to This group is showing a lot of students and will help to build a
September 1945 that he was hustle and it will be hard for the Greater Clemson.
The other schools include the award the Distinguished Service coach to select two starters from
University of Alabama, Mercer Medal. He was assigned to duty among this bunch.
University, and North Carolina as Director of Procurements in the
The freshman squad is really
State College.
Office of the Quartermaster Gen- working hard and should be
eral in January 1946, served in able to field a very good team
The visiting general will arrive this capacity for five months, and
for the fans here at Tigertown.
8t Clemson at 9:30 a. m. by air then became Air Quartermaster
All of the boys have been workAll students are urged
and remain until 6:20 p. m. when at Headquarters, Army Air Forces.
ing hard in preparation for the
he departs for Raleigh, N. C.
coming season and all of them
to check with the guard
He arrived in Paris in May 1947
General Peckham was born at and commanded the American really want to play.
The incomplete schedule is as
room bulletin board for
Norwich, Connecticutt, 29 May Graves Registration Command,
1897. He was graduated from the European Area, until 31 Decem- ; follows:
December 5—North Greenville calls and notices.
United States Military Academy ber 1949. During this period, he
and commissioned a Second Lieu- was in charge of the implementa- Academy and Junior College
tenant in the Corps of Engineers, tion of the Return of Remains (Here)
December 12—Furman Fresh1 November 1918.
Program in Northwestern Europe
men (There)
He was a student at the Engi- under the Commander in Chief,
January 15 — South Carolina
neer School until June 1920 and European Command. He returned Freshmen (There)
to
the
United
States
in
April
1950
thereafter was on ROTC duty at
February 1—Furman Freshmen
the Missouri School of Mines and to assume command of the New (Here)
York
Quartermaster
Procurement
the University of Kansas. While
February 5 — North Greenville
serving with Engineer troops in Agency in New York City, serving Academy and Junior College
the Philippine Islands in 1923, he in this capacity until 12 Novem- (There)
beccame Aide-de-Camp to Major ber 1951, when he became ActFebruary 12—Spartanburg Juning Deputy Quartermaster GenGeneral Omar Bundy.
ior College (There)
eral. General Peckham became
February 19—Spartanburg JunAfter graduation from the In- Commanding General of the Quarfantry School in 1926, he served termaster Training Command with ior College (Here)
March 13 — North Carolina
at West Point as an instructor in headquarters at Fort Lee, Virginia,
Freshmen
(Here)
.engineering for four years. Then on 1 October 1952.
followed nine years of duty on
STOP AT
General Peckham has been
civil works—three as assistant to
the Great Lakes Division Engi- awarded the Distinguished Service
neer in Cleveland; two in Puerto Medal and the Army CommendaFor
Rico; one on the Florida Ship tion Ribbon with one Oak Leaf
Canal project; and three as Di- Cluster. He was appointed a Sandwiches and Shakes
rector of- Operations and Deputy permanent Major General in the
Open Til Midnight Nightly
Administrator of the Works Prog- Regular Army in May 1953.
ress Administration in New York
City.

termaster Training Command.

NOTICE

•
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and
Many Other Nationally
Advertised Quality

Lines

McLEES BROS.
JEWELERS
Anderson, S. C. - Seneca, 8. C.
Phone 406
Phone «4«

H0KE SLOAN'S
Christmas Gifts of the Better Class

Variety Keynotes New Crop
Of Arrow Sports Shirts
Gabanaro, Checked and
Plaid Sports Shirts
Most Popular

•

(Continued from Page Five)
MONDAY-TUESDAY
two King passes and ran them '■
back for touchdowns. The Plains- !
CALAMITY JANE
men seemed to know most of the
Doris Day, Howard Keel
Tigs pass plays, and capitalized on
Color by Technicolor
pass interceptions all afternoon, j
Dooley and Freeman then took
to the airways themselves, and
moved for two more quick tallies.
A King to Gaskin pass during the |
second quarter kept the Bengals
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
in the ballgame.
Two Clemson fumbles set up a
THE GOLDEN BLADE
pair of touchdowns for the visitRock Hudson, Piper Laprie
ing eleven, as King hit Gaskin
twice for the rest of the Bengal
Color by Technicolor
scoring. Freeman scored the final
Auburn touchdown on a 24 yard
run.

*

Towle, Reed and
Barton Sterling

NEW SPORT SHIRTS AND SLACKS AT

Clemson Theatre

Tigers Lose

Policies On

Companies D-4 and DD-1, *Y"
Club Rooms.
Wednesday, December 9
5:00 p. m.—Placing a corner stone
in Masonic Hall.
6:30 p. m.—Church night for Cam>pus Churches.
7:30 p. m.—Celebration of 50th,
Anniversary of Clemson Lodge;
254 A. F. M. History by S. M.j
Martin; Address by John I.
Smith. Public invited. Refreshments.
7:30 p. m.—Clemson Community
Council; Chemistry BuildingAuditorium.
Thursday, December 10
8:40 P. m. — "Open House" for
Companies C-3 and B-3; *Y1 i
Club Rooms.
8:45-9-15 p. m.—'Y' barracks forums.

*

•
Recent surveys on America's campuses show that sports
shh-ts are enjoying increased popularity for all-around
campus wear. Reason: the widest variety of Arrow
sports shirts ever, giving students a well-rounded casual
wardrobe suitable for classroom and date wear, and
for just plain comfortable lounging around. Available
now at all Arrow dealers.

Bill & Hallie's Drive - In Restaurant
SHORT ORDERS - - - SANDWICHES
—Open 24 Hours—
21-2 Miles Out of Clemson on Seneca Highway

»»

ARROW
TRADE® MARK

3

-SHIRTS • TIES • UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS • SPORTS SHIRTS

YOUNG AMERICA GOES

CHESTERFIELD

PATS PLACE

FOR THE FIFTH STRAIGHT YEAR
^.„

CHESTERFIELD

General Peckham graduated j
from the Command and General ;
Staff School in February 1940.
Thereafter he served successively '
in the United States as commanding officer of the 17th Engineer
Battalion (Armored) and G-3 of
The 2d Armored Division; Chief of
Staff of the 8th Armored Division;
and Combat Commander in the
12th Armored Division. He became a Brigadier General in Au- :
gust 1942.

HEYWARD MAH0N CO.
—Greenville—
QUALITY CLOTHING FOR
YOUNG MEN

IS THE LARGEST SELLING CIGARETTE
IN AMERICA'S COLLEGES.,.
by a 1953 survey audit of actual sales in
more than 800 college co-ops and campus
stores from coast to coast. Yes, for the
fifth straight year Chesterfield is the
college favorite.

Clemson Headquarters in Greenville

SELECT YOUR
CHRISTMAS CARD

CHESTERFIELD IS THE ONLY
CIGARETTE EVER TO GIVE YOU PROOF
OF HIGHEST QUALITY-LOW NICOTINE

..:■■■

Change to Chesterfield today — get
smoking pleasure all the wayl

NOW

"At the colleges and wherever
we play, I find more and more
young men and women going
for Chesterfield;"

W&*

HALLMARK . . . GIBSON . . . REXALL
The Largest Selection We Have Ever Had
■

I

CHRISTMAS CANDIES
CLEMSON NOVELTIES

1

B£$TFORYOU
m!^
35&S& -. -i > .■: *

TOYS-GIFT SETS

L C. Martin Drug Co.
Phone 6661

The Rexa II Store

Clemson, S. C.

TOB**0

c

,Et>5

.66^ '

106»

-GETTt***

CO.

1

